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a b s t r a c t

This research investigates a practical bi-objective model for the facility location–allocation (BOFLA) prob-
lem with immobile servers and stochastic demand within the M/M/1/K queue system. The first goal of the
research is to develop a mathematical model in which customers and service providers are considered as
perspectives. The objectives of the developed model are minimization of the total cost of server provider
and minimization of the total time of customers. This model has different real world applications, includ-
ing locating bank automated teller machines (ATMs), different types of vendor machines, etc. For solving
the model, two popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) of the literature are imple-
mented. The first algorithm is non-dominated sorted genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and the second one
is non-dominated ranked genetic algorithm (NRGA). Moreover, to illustrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithms, some numerical examples are presented and analyzed statistically. The results indicate
that the proposed algorithms provide an effective means to solve the problems.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since the 17th century, facility location–allocation (FLA) models
have been the subject of many studies (Francis, Megginis, & White,
1992) and covered the both discrete and continuous locating cases.
Current, Daskin, and Schilling (2002) presented a short review of
discrete location models.

An important case in the FLA problems is proxy server prob-
lems. For this subject, Li, Golin, Italiano, Deng, and Sohraby
(1999) proposed Dynamic Programming (DP) as optimal
placement of web proxies on the Internet. Another important
development of this case belongs to Gautam (2002) that develop
a bi-objective model which minimizes setup/maintenance and
operating costs to locate and determine the optimal number of
the proxy servers on a communication network. Other related
studies are also proposed in the literature.

Another important FLA problem is called the stochastic queue
median model (SQM). SQM can be assumed for a mobile server
such as an emergency response unit (Berman, Larson, & Chiu,
1985). SQM is one of the main bases of this research. However,
in this paper another practical implementation of the FLA models,
which is immobile servers, is considered.

Hodgson (1990) has also developed a famous FLA which is
called the flow-capturing model. The flow capturing problem can
be applied for locating gas stations and different types of conve-
nience stores (Berman, Hodgson, & Krass, 1995).

The combination of FLA and queuing theory has also been
considered in the literature (Berman, Krass, & Wang, 2006). This
branch of the FLA literature makes other bases for model develop-
ment of this research. Berman et al. (2006) suggested a M/M/1/N
queue model with respect to two objectives, including (1) the
number of facilities that are treated by limiting the system capacity
and (2) the percentage of demand that may be lost due to the
model’s limitations. In this area, the effect of using expected
service time with regard to the queuing principle on the optimal
location on a server was studied by Batta, Dolan, and
Krishnamurthy (1989). Besides, Marianov and Serra (1998)
proposed several probabilistic maximal FLA models with the
constraint of waiting time in the queue in order to consider service
congestion. Wang, Batta, and Rump (2002) studied a facility
location problem with stochastic customer demand and immobile
servers to minimize total traveling cost and waiting cost for the
customer. In their M/M/1 model, immobile service facilities are
congested by stochastic demand originating from nearby customer
locations. Their three proposed algorithms include a greedy
dropping procedure, a Tabu search approach, and a e-optimal
branch-and-bound method. In a related development, Wang,
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Batta, and Rump (2004) have presented three models for the FLA
with three different perspectives, which are service providers, cus-
tomers, and a combination of customer and service provider. Their
models are used for those situations, in which immobile service
facilities are congested by stochastic surrounding customer loca-
tions demand. Their queuing model was an M/M/1 model which
was solved with some heuristic algorithms. Liu, Chai, and Liu
(2004) have integrated the service level constraints with uncer-
tainty of customer demands. Meanwhile, Boffey, Galvao, and
Espejo (2007) reviewed the FLA of immobile servers in congestion
models. A bi-objective model for FLA in M/M/1 was developed by
Pasandideh and Niaki (2010). They solved their model with classi-
cal methods in which a multi-objective problem is integrated to
the single objective problem.

Considering this literature, in this paper, the proposed mathe-
matical model is a discrete bi-objective FLA model (BOFLA) in
which both customers and service providers are considered as per-
spectives. Actually, the model consists of many immobile (fixed)
server locations and customers are supposed to travel to open
immobile servers to receive services. We model this service facili-
ties problem as the M/M/1/K queuing system. The objectives of the
model are minimizing total cost of server provider and the total
time of customers. Then, since the proposed model belongs to an
NP-Hard class of optimization problems (Garey & Johnson, 1979),
two multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) are imple-
mented. One of these algorithms is called the non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and the other one is called
the non-dominated ranked genetic algorithm (NRGA). These MOEA
do not convert a multi-objective problem to a single objective one
and are expected to have better results than the classical MOEA
(Deb, 2001). In this paper, a new solution structure is also
developed. This solution structure, which is used as a chromosome,
produces a legal solution that does not need repair during the
different evolutions.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. The
problem is introduced and modeled in Section 2. Section 3
describes the proposed algorithms. Section 4 presents the compu-
tational experiments and the statistical analysis of the results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Problem definition

The model of the paper includes set of n potential facilities (set
N), set of m users or customers (set M), a constant parameter P
ðP 6 NÞ, and an objective function F : N �M ! R. This model is
going to determine which P facilities should be opened in order
to optimize the objective function. The objective is usually the
sum of the time (or distance) for traveling from each user to its
closest open facility (Kariv & Hakimi, 1979).

In the proposed mathematical problem, two minimizing
objective functions are considered. The first objective function
minimizes total setup cost of facilities and cost of system capacity
whereas the second one minimizes total expected traveling time
and waiting time of customers. Determination of the optimal allo-
cation of customers to the service providers with respect to the
mentioned objectives and constrains creates the main structure
of the model. In this problem, the service provider and the custom-
ers are considered simultaneously. The following assumptions are
also considered.

1. Each of the customer nodes can only be allocated to one server.
2. Service requests follow Poisson probability distribution.
3. The service time of the open facility nodes follow exponential

distribution.

4. Set up cost of each potential facility node is assumed to be
known.

5. System capacity cost is predetermined.
6. The maximum number of open facilities is determined.
7. For each server, an upper and lower bound is considered as its

system capacity.

2.1. Mathematical model

Notations of the mathematical model are as follows:

Nomenclature
j potential facility index j ¼ 1; :::;N
i customer index i ¼ 1; :::;M
rj utilization rate at open facility j
M Set of customer nodes
N Set of potential facility nodes
P maximum number of facilities that can be

opened ðP 6 NÞ
tij the traveling time from customer node i to

facility node j
ki demand rate of service requests from

customer node i
lj common service rate of each server j
H upper bound of system capacity for potential

facility j
cj demand rate at open facility node j
wj expected waiting time for customers assigned

to facility node j
xij 1; if customer i is assigned to facility j

0; otherwise

�

kj integer; if a facility is opened at node j
0; otherwise

�

f1j fixed cost of locating a facility node j
f2j cost of one unit increment of system capacity

at potential facility j
qj utilization rate at open facility j considering

the capacity constraint
Lj average amount of customers exist in facility j
T1 the aggregate travelling time of the

customers per time unit
V1 the aggregate waiting time of the customer

per time unit
z1 total setup cost and system capacity cost
z2 total traveling and waiting time
h lower bound of system capacity for potential

facility j
pkj the probability of existence k customers

waiting for service at opened facility j
�cj customer arrival rate at open facility node j
yj 1; if a facility is opened at node j

0; otherwise

�

T1: can be obtained as Eq. (1).

T1 ¼
X

i

X
j

kitijxij ð1Þ

Besides, the notationwj is calculated as Eq. (2).

wj ¼
Lj

cjð1� pkjÞ
ð2Þ

This FLA is modeled as an M/M/1/K queuing system, in which K
denotes the capacity of the system (Gross & Harris, 1998).
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